Cardiac Complications in Children With Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection
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ABSTRACT. Objective. Although numerous cardiac abnormalities have been reported in HIV-infected children, precise estimates of the incidence of cardiac disease in these children are not well-known. The objective of this report is to describe the 2-year cumulative incidence of cardiac abnormalities in HIV-infected children.

Methodology: Design. Prospective cohort (Group I) and inception cohort (Group II) study design.

Setting. A volunteer sample from 10 university and public hospitals.

Participants. Group I consisted of 205 HIV vertically infected children enrolled at a median age of 22 months. This group was comprised of infants and children already known to be HIV-infected at the time of enrollment in the study. Most of the children were African-American or Hispanic and 89% had symptomatic HIV infection at enrollment. The second group included 611 neonates born to HIV-infected mothers, enrolled during fetal life or before 28 days of age (Group II). In contrast to the older Group I children, all the Group II children were enrolled before their HIV status was ascertained.

Interventions. According to the study protocol, children underwent a series of cardiac evaluations including two-dimensional echocardiogram and Doppler studies of cardiac function every 4 to 6 months. They also had a 12- or 15-lead surface electrocardiogram (ECG), 24-hour ambulatory ECG monitoring, and a chest radiograph every 12 months.

Outcome Measures. Main outcome measures were the cumulative incidence of an initial episode of left ventricular (LV) dysfunction, cardiac enlargement, and congestive heart failure (CHF). Because cardiac abnormalities tended to cluster in the same patients, we also determined the number of children who had cardiac impairment which we defined as having either left ventricular fractional shortening (LV FS) <25% after 6 months of age, CHF, or treatment with cardiac medications.

Results: Cardiac Abnormalities. In Group I children (older cohort), the prevalence of decreased LV function (FS ≤ 25%) was 5.7% and the 2-year cumulative incidence (excluding prevalent cases) was 15.3%. The prevalence of echocardiographic LV enlargement (LV end-diastolic dimension z score >2) at the time of the first echocardiogram was 8.3%. The cumulative incidence of LV end-diastolic enlargement was 11.7% after 2 years.

The cumulative incidence of CHF and/or the use of cardiac medications was 10.0% in Group I children. There were 14 prevalent cases of cardiac impairment (LV FS ≤ 25% after 6 months of age, CHF, or treatment with cardiac medications) in Group I. After excluding these prevalent cases, the 2-year cumulative incidence of cardiac impairment was 19.1% among Group I children and 80.9% remained free of cardiac impairment after 2 years of follow-up.

Within Group II (neonatal cohort), the 2-year cumulative incidence of decreased LV FS was 10.7% in the HIV-infected children compared with 3.1% in the HIV-uninfected children. LV dilatation was also more common in Group II infected versus uninfected children (8.7% vs 2.1%). The cumulative incidence of CHF and/or the use of cardiac medications was 8.8% in Group II infected versus 0.5% in uninfected subjects. The 1- and 2-year cumulative incidence rates of cardiac impairment for Group II infected children were 10.1% and 12.8%, respectively, with 87.2% free of cardiac impairment after the first 2 years of life.

Mortality. In the Group I cohort, the 2-year cumulative death rate from all causes was 16.9% [95% CI: 11.7%–22.1%]. The 1- and 2-year mortality rates after the diagnosis of CHF (Kaplan-Meier estimates) were 69% and 100%, respectively. In the Group II cohort, the 2-year cumulative death rate from all causes was 16.3% [95% CI: 8.8%–23.9%] in the HIV-infected children compared with no deaths among the 463 uninfected Group II children. Two of the 4 Group II children with CHF died during the 2-year observation period and 1 more died within 2 years of the diagnosis of CHF. The 2-year mortality rate after the diagnosis of CHF was 75%.

Conclusions. This study reports that in addition to subclinical cardiac abnormalities previously reported by the P^3C^2 Study Group, an important number of HIV-infected children develop clinical heart disease. Over a
2-year period, approximately 10% of HIV-infected children had CHF or were treated with cardiac medications. In addition, approximately 20% of HIV-infected children developed depressed LV function or LV dilatation and it is likely that these abnormalities are hallmarks of future clinically important cardiac dysfunction. Cardiac abnormalities were found in both the older (Group I) as well as the neonatal cohort (Group II) (whose HIV infection status was unknown before enrollment) thereby minimizing potential selection bias based on previously known heart disease.

Based on these findings, we recommend that clinicians need to maintain a high degree of suspicion for heart disease in HIV-infected children. All HIV-infected infants and children should have a thorough baseline cardiac evaluation. Patients who develop symptoms of heart or lung disease should undergo more detailed cardiac examinations including ECG and cardiac ultrasound. *Pediatrics* 1999;104(2). URL: http://www.pediatrics.org/cgi/content/full/104/2/e14; HIV, cardiac disease, pediatrics.

**ABBREVIATIONS.** HIV, human immunodeficiency virus; ECG, electrocardiogram; P2C2, Pediatric Pulmonary and Cardiac Complications of Vertically Transmitted HIV Infection Study; LV, left ventricular; LV FS, left ventricular fractional shortening; CHF, congestive heart failure.

The cardiac complications attributed to HIV infection vary, ranging from subclinical electrocardiographic (ECG) changes, to life-threatening cardiomyopathy, and sudden death. Autopsy studies have documented pathologic cardiac findings in some children with HIV infection. The virus itself has been detected in myocardial cells as well as pericardial fluid in HIV-infected children. Furthermore, 2 studies have suggested that cardiac disease may be an important prognostic indicator of the severity and the rate of progression of the overall HIV disease itself.

Estimates of the incidence of cardiac disease in HIV-infected children vary widely depending on the methods of ascertainment. A review of HIV-infected children discharged from hospitals in New York State reported a frequency of heart disease of approximately 1% to 3%. Higher prevalence rates of heart disease, ranging from 14% to 45%, were reported by some investigators but may be attributable to selective recruitment and detection bias.

The Pediatric Pulmonary and Cardiac Complications of Vertically Transmitted HIV Infection (P2C2 HIV) Study is a multicenter, National Institutes of Health-sponsored study to determine the incidence of heart and lung disease in children with vertically acquired HIV infection. We have reported that rates of congenital cardiovascular malformations in children exposed to maternal HIV infection are similar to normal populations undergoing similar screening. Recently we also reported results of studies indicating abnormalities in left ventricular (LV) function in an older subset of HIV-infected children followed in the P2C2 study (median age at first echocardiogram = 2.1 years). The present report carries our investigation further by prospectively observing a population of neonates at risk for vertical transmission of HIV. Inclusion of this second group adds new information concerning the incidence of heart disease in HIV-infected infants and avoids recruitment bias based on known disease that is present in the older cohort. Furthermore, this report expands our observations to include new information from echocardiograms, ECGs, and Holter recordings in both the neonatal cohorts as well as the previously mentioned older cohort.

**METHODS**

**Study Design**

Children were enrolled at 5 centers: 1) Baylor College of Medicine/Texas Children’s Hospital, Houston, Texas; 2) Children’s Hospital/Harvard Medical School, Boston, Massachusetts; 3) Mount Sinai School of Medicine, New York, New York; 4) Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center/Babies and Children’s Hospital, New York, New York; and 5) University of California at Los Angeles, Los Angeles, California. We prospectively studied 2 cohorts of HIV-infected children. The first group was comprised of infants and children already known to be HIV-infected at the time of enrollment in the study (Group I). The second group included infants born to HIV-infected mothers, enrolled during fetal life or before 28 days of age (Group II). The ultimate HIV status of the Group II infants was unknown at the time of enrollment. The study was approved by the institutional review board at each center and performed after informed consent was obtained. Details of the design of the study have been published.

**Older HIV-Infected Cohort (Group I)**

This cohort of 205 children with vertically acquired HIV infection was enrolled between May 1990 and April 1993. The median age was 22 months (range: 0.1–14 years) at the time of enrollment. The HIV status of all Group I patients was known before enrollment in the study. HIV infection was documented in both the mother and child, with no history of sexual abuse or transfusion of blood products in the child.

**Neonatal Cohort (Group II)**

Group II also consisted of infants born to HIV-infected mothers; however, these subjects were enrolled during fetal life (n = 443) or before 28 days of age (n = 168). Furthermore, as opposed to the children in Group I, the ultimate HIV status of the Group II infants was unknown at the time of enrollment. This cohort entered the study between May 1990 and January 1994.

**Documentation of HIV Status**

In Group I children, HIV status was determined by the presence of a positive HIV antibody test and/or a positive HIV blood culture. In Group II, HIV infection was defined as 2 positive HIV blood cultures. Infants with 2 negative cultures, with 1 after 5 months of age, were classified as HIV uninfected. Further confirmation of HIV infection status was obtained by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and/or Western blot at a minimum age of 15 months. If mixed results were obtained, the child was classified as indeterminate, until the antibody test could be repeated at a later date. Infants who died or were lost to follow-up before HIV status could be determined remained classified as indeterminate.

**Cardiac Studies**

According to the study protocol, children underwent a series of cardiac evaluations including two-dimensional echocardiogram and Doppler studies of cardiac function every 4 to 6 months. They also had a 12- or 15-lead surface ECG, 24-hour ambulatory ECG monitoring, and a chest radiograph every 12 months.

**Echocardiography**

Two-dimensional echocardiograms were performed in a standardized way in 10 pediatric cardiology laboratories at the 5 clinical centers. Subxiphoid, apical, and parasternal views were used to define intracardiac anatomy and to obtain cardiac measurements and indices of cardiac function in a standardized manner. The m-mode strip charts were interpreted at Boston Children’s Hospital providing centralized digitization and mea-
measurement of LV size and function. Indices of contractility, LV mass and afterload were previously reported in Group I patients and detailed analysis of cardiac function in Group II patients is the focus of a future report.

Among the 600 live births in Group II, 568 had at least 1 echocardiogram. Forty-two of the Group II subjects had no postnatal echocardiogram, including 28 who were lost to follow-up, 8 who were uninfected children who were randomized off the study. We excluded LV dimension and function measurements of 109 echocardiograms from 72 children who had segmental LV wall abnormalities or abnormal ventricular septal motion that could possibly affect the LV function measurements. In addition we excluded function studies on 3 children with congenital heart abnormalities including a large atrial septal defect, total anomalous pulmonary venous drainage in 1 child with ventricular septal defect with pulmonary stenosis before surgical repair. Because of these exclusions, no LV function data were available for 3 children in Group I, 2 HIV-infected Group II children and 6 uninfected Group II children. LV measurements were converted to z scores based on a group of 285 normal infants and children analyzed at the Boston Children’s Hospital. Two specific cutpoints were chosen to describe cardiac dysfunction. Children with left ventricular fractional shortening (LV FS) ≥25% were classified as having cardiac dysfunction and those with fractional shortening (FS) <19% were classified with moderate or severe dysfunction. The presence of a pericardial effusion was also documented by echocardiography. A small accumulation of pericardial fluid was defined as noncircumferential and <5 mm in size. Valvular regurgitation was considered to be present if a Doppler color-flow jet was ≥3 mm in diameter across the valve of interest.

Tachycardia was defined in two ways. ECG tachycardia was defined as a heart rate on surface ECG >98th percentile for age based on criteria published by Davignon and co-workers.23 Echo tachycardia was defined as a heart rate on two-dimensional echocardiogram with a z score >3.15 The ECG heart rates used to define tachycardia based on the 98th percentile from Davignon et al26 were uniformly higher than the heart rates with a z score >3 on echocardiography except for infants during the first month of life. Abnormal ambulatory ECG monitoring was defined as the presence of 1 or more of the following: second or third degree atrioventricular heart block, atrial flutter or fibrillation, or supraventricular or ventricular tachycardia. Chest radiographs were read at each clinical center by a pediatric radiologist specifying the presence or absence of cardiomegaly.17

Management of cardiac abnormalities was not directed by the study, and reflected the individual center’s usual standard of care. The presence of congestive heart failure (CHF) in the study was determined by a pediatric cardiologist at each center. A study protocol modification in March 1994 required that children undergo a standardized PC2 study physical examination by a pediatric cardiologist if a significant abnormality was suggested by noninvasive testing or if clinically indicated. The diagnosis of CHF was not based on any single laboratory test, but rather, was based on cardiovascular assessment of the patient’s clinical and laboratory findings. Some children had echocardiographic abnormalities of LV size and function without a clinical diagnosis of CHF. The presence of LV size and function abnormalities without a clinical diagnosis of CHF was considered to be a focus of a future report.

Statistical Analysis

The cumulative incidence of an initial episode of selected cardiac complications over the first 2 years of follow-up is presented for both the older HIV-infected cohort (Group I) and the neonatal cohort (Group II). The prevalence of complications at the time of the initial cardiac study among the Group I children is summarized using proportions. Excluding prevalent cases, the 1- and 2-year cumulative incidence of complications are obtained from Kaplan-Meier analyses. Similarly, the cumulative incidence rates for cardiac complications at 1 and 2 years of age are calculated for HIV-infected and uninfected infants from the neonatal cohort (Group II). Complication rates over time of the HIV-infected and uninfected children are compared with 2-sided log-rank tests. Ninety-five percent CIs are provided for the 1- and 2-year incidence rates. Kaplan-Meier analyses were also used to estimate the 2-year cumulative death rate and the 1- and 2-year mortality rates after the diagnosis of CHF from each group. χ2 tests were used to compare the frequency of LV dysfunction (LV FS ≤25%) and LV end-diastolic dimension >2 SD between Group I survivors and nonsurvivors. All children remaining on study had completed 2 years of follow-up.

RESULTS

Demographics

Group I consisted of 205 HIV-infected children. Most of the children were African-American or Hispanic and 89% had symptomatic HIV infection at enrollment with immunosuppression (median CD4 cell count and z score = 690 cells/mm3 and −1.92). Of the 611 subjects enrolled in Group II, 600 were live born infants and 11 died in utero. Of the live born infants, 93 became HIV-infected, 463 remained uninfected, and 44 had indeterminate HIV status. There were no systematic differences in gender or race between the Group I and Group II cohorts (Table 1).

LV FS

In the Group I cohort the prevalence rate of LV dysfunction (FS ≤25%) at the time of the first echocardiogram in the study was 5.7% (Table 2). Excluding prevalent cases, the cumulative incidence of FS ≤25% was 8.4% at 1 year and increased to 15.3% after 2 years of follow-up (Table 2). The 2-year cumulative incidence of moderate-severe cardiac dysfunction (FS <19%) was 3.0%.

Within Group II, HIV-infected children had a cumulative incidence of LV dysfunction (FS ≤25%) of 10.7% at 2 years of age, significantly greater than the 3.1% cumulative incidence rate in the uninfected group (P = .01) (Table 3 and Fig 1). There was no statistically significant difference in the incidence of moderate-severe LV dysfunction (FS <19%) between
TABLE 1. Demographic Characteristics of Children in the Older HIV-Infected Cohort (Group I) and Neonatal Cohort (Group II)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Older Cohort (Group I)</th>
<th>Neonatal Cohort (Group II)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIV-Infected (n = 205)</td>
<td>HIV-Uninfected (n = 463)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black non-Hispanic</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>43.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White non-Hispanic</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Islander</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>45.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HIV-infected and uninfected infants (1.4% and 0.2%), respectively.

The 2-year cumulative incidence of LV FS ≤25% remained similar when children with abnormal segmental wall motion were included in the analyses; 15.6% in Group I and 10.6% in Group II infected children compared with 3.1% (unchanged) in Group II uninfected children (P = .01).

Cardiac Size

Increased cardiac size was assessed by two methods: 1) echocardiographic measurement of LV size, and 2) cardiac size on chest radiograph as read by a pediatric radiologist. In Group I, the prevalence of echocardiographic LV enlargement (LV end-diastolic dimension ≥ score >2) at the time of the first echocardiogram was 8.3%. The cumulative incidence of LV end-diastolic enlargement was 11.7% after 2 years (Table 2). The prevalence of LV end-systolic enlargement (≥ score >2) was 17.7% and the 2-year cumulative incidence of LV end-systolic enlargement was 24.3%.

Within Group II, after 2 years of follow-up, the incidence of increased LV end-diastolic dimension (≥ score >2) was 8.7% in the infected infants versus 2.1% in the uninfected infants (P = .02; Table 3; Fig 2A). The 2-year cumulative incidence of LV end-systolic enlargement was also higher in infected children (34.3%) versus uninfected children (12.1%; P < .001; Table 3 and Fig 2B).

The prevalence of cardiomegaly on chest radiographs at the time of enrollment in the Group I cohort was 13.9% and after 2 years of follow-up the cumulative incidence was 19.3% (Table 2). In Group II, the 2-year cumulative incidence of cardiomegaly on chest radiograph was 28.3% in the infected group, versus 6.9% in the uninfected group (P < .001; Table 3).

Pericardial Effusion

In the Group I cohort, the 2-year cumulative incidence of a small pericardial effusion (< 5 mm maximal diameter) was 24.5%, but a larger effusion was observed in only 1.2%. In the Group II subjects, two-dimensional echocardiography identified a small accumulation of pericardial fluid in both HIV-infected (23.3%) as well as HIV-uninfected infants (26.3%) (data not shown). The 2-year cumulative incidence of a larger pericardial effusion (≥ 5 mm) was 1.3% in the Group II HIV-infected children versus 0.9% in the

TABLE 2. Kaplan-Meier Results for Cumulative Incidence (Percent) of the Older HIV-Infected Children (Group I) Who Have Had One or More Cardiac Complications at 1 and 2 Years After Enrollment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complication</th>
<th>Prevalence (%)</th>
<th>1 Year</th>
<th>2 Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV end-systolic dimension (≥ score &gt;2)</td>
<td>34/192</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV end-diastolic dimension (≥ score &gt;2)</td>
<td>16/192</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS (≤25%)</td>
<td>11/193</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FS (&lt;75%)</td>
<td>3/193</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiomegaly (x-ray)</td>
<td>28/201</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pericardial effusion (≥ 5 mm maximal diameter)</td>
<td>0/201</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tachycardia (ECG)</td>
<td>19/201</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate (echocardiogram) (≥ score &gt;2)</td>
<td>4/196</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal Holter monitor</td>
<td>3/201</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitral valve regurgitation</td>
<td>3/201</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tricuspid valve regurgitation</td>
<td>3/201</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic valve regurgitation</td>
<td>2/201</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonic valve regurgitation</td>
<td>0/201</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHF and/or cardiac medications</td>
<td>9/201</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiac impairment</td>
<td>14/201</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relevant variables included abnormal dimensions on echocardiogram, New York Heart Association class ≥II, primary HIV lesion, HIV disease progression (1A-2B-3C-4D), complications.
uninfected children (P = .61). There were no episodes of tamponade in either Group I or II.

### Sinus Tachycardia

The incidence of elevated heart rates was assessed by two different methods, standard ECG and heart rate obtained during the echocardiogram. In Group I children, the prevalence of sinus tachycardia on ECG was 9.5% and the 2-year cumulative incidence was 15.1%. In Group II infants, the 2-year cumulative incidence of tachycardia on ECG was 27.7% in the HIV-infected group and 21.3% in the Group II uninfected children (P = .33).

In Group I children, the prevalence of an elevated heart rate on echocardiogram (z score >3) was 7.1%. The 2-year cumulative incidence of an elevated heart rate on the echocardiogram (z score >3) was 22.5%. In Group II children, elevated heart rates (z score >3) were observed in 22.0% of infected children versus 4.9% in the uninfected children (P < .001). There was no significant difference in the incidence of arrhythmias observed on ambulatory ECG monitoring between the Group II infected and uninfected children.

### Valve Regurgitation

In Group I the 2-year cumulative incidence of Doppler evidence of mitral valve regurgitation was 5.7% and 5.1% for tricuspid regurgitation. Valvar regurgitation was rare in Group II children and no significant differences in the incidence of mitral, tricuspid, pulmonary, or aortic valve regurgitation were observed between the infected and uninfected groups (Table 3). No patient had known endocarditis during the 2-year follow-up period.

### CHF

In Group I, 2 children had CHF on enrollment in the study and 8 others developed CHF during the 2-year observation period and, as we previously reported, the 2-year cumulative incidence of CHF was 4.7%. The median age at diagnosis of CHF was 22 months (range, 8 to 128 months). An additional 18 children received cardiac medications for a diagnosis of cardiomyopathy (n = 9), LV dysfunction (n = 7) or hypertension (n = 2), without having a specific diagnosis of CHF. The 2-year cumulative incidence of CHF and/or treatment with cardiac medications was 10% (Table 2).

In the Group II infected infants, 4 cases of CHF occurred and the 2-year cumulative incidence was 5.1%. Three additional HIV-infected Group II patients received cardiac medications without a specific diagnosis of CHF, including cardiomyopathy (n = 1), LV dysfunction (n = 1), and hypertension (n = 1).
Two HIV-negative infants received cardiac medications, 1 for treatment of a ventricular septal defect and 1 for depressed LV FS (Fig 3).

**Cardiac Impairment, Mortality, and Cardiac Abnormalities**

We calculated the cumulative incidence of cardiac impairment defined as either LV FS $\leq 25\%$ after 6 months of age, CHF, or being listed as receiving cardiac medications. There were 14 prevalent cases of cardiac impairment in Group I, of whom 6 (42.9%) had decreased LV function (FS $\leq 25\%$) plus CHF and/or had been prescribed cardiac medications. After excluding these prevalent cases, the 2-year cumulative incidence of cardiac impairment was 19.1% among Group I children and 80.9% remained free of cardiac impairment after 2 years of follow-up. The 1- and 2-year cumulative incidence of cardiac impairment for Group II infected children was 10.1% and 12.8%, respectively, with 87.2% free of cardiac impairment during the first 2 years of life.

In the Group I cohort, the 2-year cumulative death rate from all causes was 16.9% [95% CI: 11.7%–22.1%]. Of the 10 Group I children with CHF, 8 died during the 2-year observation period and 2 others died within 2 years of the diagnosis of CHF. The 1- and 2-year mortality rates after the diagnosis of CHF (Kaplan-Meier estimates) were 69% and 100%, respectively. Cardiomyopathy was the underlying or contributing cause of death in 8 children. When the 31 Group I children who died in the 2-year observation period were compared with those who survived, the frequency of ever having LV dysfunction (LV FS $\leq 25\%$) was 51.6% (16/31) in those who died, compared with 11.1% (18/162) in the survivors ($\chi^2; P < .001$). Similarly, the frequency of ever having LV end-diastolic dimension $>2$ SD was 40.0% among those who died and 17.1% among survivors of the 2-year period ($P < .001$).

In the Group II cohort, the 2-year cumulative death rate from all causes was 16.3% [95% CI: 8.8%–23.9%] in the HIV-infected children compared with no deaths among the 463 uninfected Group II children. Two of the 4 Group II children with CHF died during the 2-year observation period and 1 more died within 2 years of the diagnosis of CHF. The 2-year mortality rate after the diagnosis of CHF was 75%. Cardiomyopathy was a contributing cause of death in 1 child.

**DISCUSSION**

This study demonstrates that both clinical and subclinical cardiac abnormalities are common in children with HIV infection. During a 2-year observation period, echocardiographic evidence of depressed LV FS was observed in 15.1% of the older HIV-infected cohort (Group I) and 10.2% of the HIV-infected neonatal cohort (Group II). Decreased function and cardiac abnormalities were more common in HIV-infected children compared with a group of uninfected children born to HIV-infected mothers. These abnormalities assume clinical importance as evidenced by the fact that the proportion of children with CHF or receiving treatment with cardiac medications was significantly higher in the HIV-infected compared with the HIV uninfected group. In addition, children who died had more cardiac abnormalities than those who survived the 2-year period of observation.

We have recently reported that the mean LV FS $z$ score in the older HIV Group I cohort was $-0.90$ and decreased to $-1.32$ after 2 years suggesting that subclinical abnormalities of LV function were common in older HIV-infected children. The current report extends those observations regarding depressed LV function and cardiac dilatation to include a newborn cohort, as well as additional data on older children with HIV infection. Our previous report described statistical evidence of cardiac dysfunction in the older HIV-infected Group I children in terms of abnormal $z$ scores for LV function. We reported that, as a group, their average FS was below normal, ($z$ score $-0.90$) suggesting that cardiac dysfunction is common. In this report we describe the incidence of a
clinically defined endpoint for low LV FS (LV FS ≤25%) a value that has been associated with clinical symptoms of CHF in HIV-infected children. An LV FS of 25% would correspond to a z score of −5.3 and −4.3 for 1- and 5-year-old children, respectively. A total of 10% to 15% of our HIV-infected children had LV FS below this clinical cutpoint. This new report suggests that not only is the average LV FS lower than normal in HIV-infected children as previously reported, but that approximately 10% to 15% of children also have evidence of cardiac dysfunction that is associated with clinical heart failure.

Recent estimates of the incidence of heart disease based on hospital diagnostic codes suggest that 1.2% of HIV-infected children have either cardiomegaly, cor pulmonale, cardiomyopathy, myocarditis or arrhythmia, and 0.8% have CHF. Our prospective study describes higher 2-year cumulative incidence rates of cardiac dysfunction that are similar to retrospective findings of others. However, strict comparisons between reports are difficult because of the varying definitions of cardiomyopathy, cardiomegaly, and heart failure used by various investigators. Domanski et al reported a cardiomyopathy (defined as a FS <25%) in 14% of older HIV-infected children and Luginbuhl et al described chronic CHF in 10% and transient CHF in an additional 10% of HIV-infected children. Relying solely on hospital coding and clinical summaries may underreport mild cases or those children with an occult cardiomyopathy. Our incidence rates are based on prospective follow-up of well-defined cohorts of children, with uniform testing methods and are likely to give more reliable estimates of the incidence of cardiac disease than retrospective studies.

Small accumulations of pericardial fluid were

![Fig 2A](http://www.pediatrics.org/cgi/content/full/104/2/e14)

Kaplan-Meier cumulative incidence (%) of an initial episode of increased LV end-diastolic dimension (z score >2) in HIV-infected and noninfected children over the first 2 years of life (P = .02; log-rank test).

![Fig 2B](http://www.pediatrics.org/cgi/content/full/104/2/e14)

Kaplan-Meier cumulative incidence (%) of an initial episode of increased LV end-systolic dimension (z score >2) in HIV-infected and noninfected children over the first 2 years of life (P < .001; log-rank test).
common in both cohorts. These small effusions (<5 mm in size) appear clinically insignificant and likely represent variants of normal findings. The presence of larger effusions was <2% in this study. Although tamponade has been described in children with HIV infection,\(^3\)\(^{19}\) it did not occur during the 2-year follow-up in our study.

Elevated heart rates were observed in both groups of infected children. At the time of echocardiography, the Group II infected infants had a statistically significant greater incidence of faster heart rates than the uninfected children. On ECG, although the trend was similar, the differences were not statistically significant. This may be in part attributable to the different criteria for elevated heart rate, especially in the first month of life.

Our study demonstrates that cardiac abnormalities may be an important marker for death in HIV-infected children, and confirms a previously noted association.\(^2\)\(^{9}\) The prognostic value of cardiac abnormalities is not always clear, however. In 1 adult study, several HIV-infected patients had reversible echocardiographic abnormalities.\(^2\)\(^0\) In our study, not all the children with cardiac dysfunction died during the 2 years of observation and several succumbed to noncardiac causes. Nevertheless, the onset of cardiac abnormalities identifies individuals in need of closer observation.

The cause of the cardiac changes in HIV is unknown and is likely to be multifactorial. Cardiac dysfunction may be directly attributable to HIV, a complication of a secondary viral or bacterial infection, or related to treatment with antiretroviral agents.\(^2\)\(^1\) Zidovudine may be cardiotoxic,\(^2\)\(^1\) and Domanski et al\(^1\)\(^1\) showed that the odds of developing a cardiomyopathy were increased in children receiving zidovudine. In contrast, Lipshultz et al\(^1\)\(^2\) found no change in cardiac contractility comparing zidovudine and non-zidovudine treated children. Further analyses to identify the relationship between zidovudine and cardiac disease in the P\(^2\)C\(^2\) study cohorts are currently in progress.

Our study, with its systematic assessments of cardiac status with ECGs and echocardiograms, was unlikely to miss evidence of significant chronic heart disease. Although the study design encouraged cardiac testing for children with intercurrent illness, there may have been incomplete testing of children with an acute illness or just before death. Several children died in hospice care or in circumstances that precluded additional cardiac testing and our study may have underestimated the overall incidence of cardiac conditions. Diagnosis of CHF may be difficult in children with HIV infection because of other diseases that can also cause tachycardia, tachypnea, and hepatomegaly. A clinical diagnosis of CHF depends on the judgment and interpretation of the caregiver. Therefore, assignment of this diagnosis may not have been uniform.

**CONCLUSION**

In summary, this study reports that in addition to subclinical cardiac abnormalities previously reported,\(^1\)\(^3\) a significant number of HIV-infected children develop clinical heart disease. Over a 2-year period, approximately 10% of HIV-infected children had CHF or were treated with cardiac medications. In addition, approximately 20% of HIV-infected children developed depressed LV function or LV dilatation, and it is likely that these abnormalities are hallmarks of future clinically important cardiac dysfunction. Cardiac abnormalities were found in both the older (Group I) as well as the neonatal cohort (Group II); (whose HIV infection status was unknown before enrollment) thereby minimizing potential selection bias based on previously known heart disease. Based on these findings, we recommend that clinicians need to maintain a high degree of suspicion for heart disease in HIV-infected children. All HIV-infected infants and children should have a thorough baseline cardiac evaluation. Patients who develop symptoms of heart or lung disease
should undergo more detailed cardiac examinations including ECG and cardiac ultrasound.
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